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Abstract

A comparatively complete two fluid description of collisionless electromag-

netic ballooning modes has been derived. Using an unexpanded ion density

response it has been shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for an

instability below the MHD p* limit Is the presence of an ion temperature

gradient exceeding a threshold. The cause of this instability has been

identified and an analytical dispersion relation is given.



Introduction

One of the most f undamental properties of a magnetic fusion reactor Is Its

ability to confine high pressure plasmas. The measure of this feature Is

the ratio of plasma to magnetic pressure, usually denoted 0. The theor-

etical limit to P Is usually taken as the stability limit of magnetohydro-

dynamlc, MHD, ballooning modes and Is around 5% for present-day tokamak

experiments. Recently, In connection with high power neutral Injection

heating, It seems that this limit has been approached both In the PDX expe-
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riment In Princeton and In ISX-B In Oak Ridge. In both cases a saturation

of the average 0 just below the MHD P limit was observed. These new exper-

imental results have $. '.iiulated the Interest <n ballooning modes and their

Influence on transpc The importance of ballooning modes and ion tempera-

ture gradient effec :L i i burning fusion plasmas has also recently been pointed

out .

The ballooning iv .ability has been treated extensively in the literature

using both ideal fc-iD equations4"1 °and kinetic equations.11'16 As it seems,

the ideal MHD mods, gives essentially the correct result for the moderate n

(toroidal mode nuii x»r) that corresponds to the most unstable situation, at

least for large aspect ratio. For more realistic aspect ratio and for

noncircular cross sections "it seems, however, that finite Larmor radius

effects (FLR) become more important. In order to settle this question, In

principle a fully kinetic theory for arbitrary aspect ratio would be need-

ed. This has been attempted In Ref. \i by replacing the VB drift by the

curvature drift In the kinetic Integrals. This does, however, according to

Ref.16 lead to an underestimate of the ion temperature gradient effects.



In order to obtain analytically useful results one is then forced to expand

the kinetic integral in the limit <*>D/<*> « 1 where u is the curvature drift

frequency. When u> *» UK (ion diamagnetic drift frequency) as is the case

near marginal stability this expansion is equivalent to an expansion in the

aspect ratio* Moreover, as it turns out, for an aspect ratio of around 3

the growthrate typically does not exceed 2 or 3 times u>. so that also in
*i

this case the expansion in> u>_/u may become critical.

In the present work we will use a fluid description in order to avoid the

expansion in u> /u. We will neglect parallel ion motion, assuming that a> »

k,c where c is the ion acoustic velocity. The proper treatment of ion

curvature effects and ion temperature gradient effects now requires the

retention of the diamagnetic contribution to the heat flow tensor although

the pocess from the parallel ion motion point of view may be regarded as

adiabatic. We may thus include full temperature gradient and curvature

effects and lowest order FLR effects in a fluid treatment. We have, how-

ever, to neglect ion and electron trapping and Ion drift resonance effects.

The drift resonances were, however, in Ref. 12 and 16 found to have a

rather weak (destabilizing) effect. The presence of an Instability below

the MHD p limit for finite ion temperature gradient has been traced back to

a symmetry braking property of the divergence of the ion diamagnetic heat

flux.

Basic equations

We here use the low |3 representation



These potentials are equivalent to the potentials $ and A. for k. * O and

were discussed in Ref. -

We write the ion continuity equation

ät1 ̂ V ^ o ^E*V(«?*1>W(iiV1)*V(ii?pl) - 0 (1)

where v£ - f- [e,x7<5^)] is the £x& drift, e, - f ^ , v^ - | ^ (e(x76P)
o

is the perturbed ion diamagnetic drift, v is the stress tensor drift and

v is the polarisation drift* Assuming u » k c we have neglected the

ion parallel notion. The stress tensor drift v here only includes the

lowest order FLR effects and is conveniently combined with the polarisation

drift, resulting in the appearance of a background convective diamagnetic

part of the polarisation drift. The main coupling to the energy equation

occurs through the divergence of the diamagnetic flux which is given by

(2)

where v_. in a low fj treatment is the sum of curvature and V/B drifts. When

finite p corrections are included it will Instead be equal to twice the

curvature drift. Since we will here assume equal parallel and perpendicu-

lar temperatures this difference will not be very important and will sub-

sequently be disregarded. The term (2) represents the main ion (the elec-



trons contribute a similar term) contribution to the pressure force that

drives ballooning modes. In order to relate the pressure perturbation to

the density perturbation, keeping the full curvature effects, a rather

careful treatment of the energy equation is required. We write the energy

equation in the form

where q is the heat flow vector. In the region u> » k.v . (usual adiabatic
• th

region) a non-negligible diaraagnetic part, qA of q remains. This part is

18
as given by Braghlnskii -
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As was pointed out in Ref. this heat flow is cancelled by convective

diamagnetic terms from v*7T and V*v when expressed through the continuity

equation to lowest order. This cancellation is similar to cancellations

between convective diamagnetic and stress tensor drifts in the equation of

20
motion and is due to the pure fluid drift nature of the diamagnetic

drift, i.e., diamagnetic drifts cannot really transfer information by con-

vection so their convnctive effects have to be cancelled. This Is, how-

ever, not the case with their curvature effects that in fact correspond to

real particle effects as expressed to lowest order by (2). This is also

true for V*qA which in fact contributes a remaining curvature term after

the above-mentioned wancellations. We find



7 « V 7 T + | nvD»7T (5)

Then using 7»v - — (-j- +v«v) n in (3) and observing that •=• nv\»VT-Tv. »Vn

-̂ nv^'VT we may rewrite (2) in the form

1 W - -v

Here the first term is the lowest order connective part of the energy equa-

tion, the second term is due to ion compressibility and the term in the

right hand side the "new" curvature contribution from the divergence of the

diamagnetic heat flow. After linearisation we now obtain the desired ex-

pression for 6T . After adding T.6n. and n,6T we obtain

^ ^ H -\)™(*+*) (7)

where the parts proportional to u are due to the diamagnetic heat flow.

Then combining (1), (2) and (7) we arrive #t the ion density response

-T- * U j 1 % ' 2 « « <•*> (8)
""I a)Di(1+ T 6) e



(A)

where 6 « = i s due to the diamagnetic heat flux, wÄ1T • «4 . (1+T) )
W" I UDi

T
where r\. • dlnT./dlnn., x « T /T. and p • 1— . The Ion density re-

i cl

sponse (8) is in an unexpended form and the only closure assumption intro-

duced is that (i> » k_ v . . The use of the Braghinskli form for q is also

justified in a collisionless case since the magnetic field is the main

cause for localization of particles in the perpendicular plane. Eq. (8)

has here been written in Fourier form but a generalization to operator form

is straightforward. An expansion of (8) in — gives agreement with an

expansion of the kinetic integral except for the replacement of r by r •

In order to obtain an eigenvalue equation we now need also the electron

density response. Here we do not have the problem with the expansion in ai_./uj

since we assume k,v.. » u. Neglecting parallel electron inertia we obtain• tne

from the parallel momentum equation

In order to relate the potentials • abd * we now need to use also the elec-

tron continuity equation. This equation will form a closed system with (9)

if we express the parallel motion by the current, use Amperes law for the

total parallel current and decouple the ion motion by neglecting the paral-

lel ion current* We nov again encounter the problem with a term of the

type (2). Since the electrons are assumed to be Isothermal the electron

energy equation is dominated by the condition q - 0. Since the largest



•»» " 1 •• +
part here is q, • K 7 T where V " — (B + 6B )»7 is the operator along

• i i i is o x
o

the total field (note the difference to the operator e«V) we obtain after

linearisation.

B »76T + 6B»7T - 0 (10a)
o e oe

This relation nay in Fourier form be written:

6T • rj — - e* (10b)
e e OJ

This result is In agreement with Vlasov theory. We then obtain the rela-

tion between $ and * in Fourier form

where v

The main difference between the operator expression is here that the Alfvén

2 2
term would take the form p vA(e)»7A.-e|»&7.)* since the operators do not in

general commute. The curvature drift would also depend on the poloidal

angle» We now obtain an eigenvalue equation in the form

»HMHD



where

and

i •*• „ } i -*• -i 5 1 /-»• >-»•
2 De » 2 De i^^ 3T ^t 2 ^'*e J'n» * \**a)

P P P

DMMHD ' "<t"WViri V 7 V & V h ^e4*!5*7 V* 7 (12b)

P

w-Uj.^- »v_ »V

DBS

- 4- [1+ 6(i + n4 — — ) ] (I2d)

iv *7
6 - - ^ (12e)

Here 6 is due to the divergence of the dlamagnetlc ion heat flow. For the

purpose of treating a general equilibrium in the unexpanded case it is

necessary to operate on (12a) by the denominator u+ 7 IVjy.'V of (I2e). For

a lo*i fl equilibrium it is, however, straightforward to replace the denomi-

nator of (12e) by u- ? u_,g(x) where g(x) 1B a function of the extended

poloidal angle x as will be given below.
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try properties

We observe that D___,_ is the usual FLR modified MHD operator for ballooning
HHHD

modes. The eigenvalue problem D * * 0 was, for a low /& equilibrium,
MMHU /

treated numerically in Ref. 20 and analytically in Ref. 21 in both cases by

making use of the ballooning mode formalism. We also note that in the

2 2
limit k v •*» the eigenvalue problem reduces to D__ * - 0 which is the

I A E S

electrostatic eigenvalue equation. Eq. (12a) thus includes a linear coup-

ling between electromagnetic ballooning modes and electrostatic drift
2 2

waves. We also note that D differs from 1 by terms of order k p and

WD
e • — , assuming w ** wA. Since furthermore D^.^,- - e we conclude that the

to) » MMnD
2

deviation of E ^ from 1 contributes terms of order e (we will here assume

that k 2p 2 < e).

We now observe the basic pressure balance between line bending and inter-

change frequency in D^,,.. This corresponds to D-____* " 0 for u> = w*._ at
ruum Mrmu i A

MHD pressure balance. Then looking at the right hand side we find that our

full unexpended eigenvalue equation has the same property for r\ - 0. The

last symmetry breaking term is here due to the divergence of the diaraag-

netic heat flow. The actual influence on the eigenvalue of this symmetry

is best shown by deriving a quadratic form from (12a) leading to a relation

of the form

d)

/ * Dwiflin D g c * <*r - (1 ) / * Qdr-T) / * R * dr (13)

where Q and R are operator expressions given by (12). This relation will

be of the form
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(14)

where a, c, b and c contain integrals over the pololdal angle and where e

and c are terms introduced by keeping all the higher order effects in e.

A A

Thge moments a and b by definition have to reduce to 1 in the limit !>.__._*
MHHD

- 0 [compare Eq. (8) in Ref» 22]. The deviation of b from 1 is caused by a

modification in the eigenfunctlon due to the terms e(aro>.. ) and TK.C. This
"it l

means that the deviation of b from 1 also must be proportional to ir and

,. We then write

. A

b - 1 + A

and (14) is rewritten as

^ d 'where e' - e+e y ^ and c' - c+c

We may formally solve (15) in the form

*iT~ a 4
e\2 YMHD c'

This solution is only formal since e* and c* are both frequency dependent»

It is, however, clear that the expression under the root has to become

negative for onset of lnstAbillty since in the stable case both e1 and c'

are real. This means that we can have an instability below the MHD limit

only If il. * 0. It is also clear that the t) term is detabilizlng in re-
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gions of unfavourable curvature as long as the mode propagates in the ion

diamagnetic drift direction. There must thus be an instability for large

2
enough r\ and small enough mode number if y is small. An analytical

estimate of this threshold will be given below for a Taylor equilibrium.

It is, however, important to note that the symmetry properties showing a

possible instability below the MHD limit if and only if there is an ion

temperature gradient apply also to a general equilibrium and thus for arbi-

trary aspect ratio. The possibility for an instability below the MHD limit

In the presence of an ion temperature gradient was first oointed out in

Ref. 12 and was later obtained numerically both for a low/8 equilibrium

and a realistic Doublet 111 equilibrium in Ref. 16 • Both these studies

employed kinetic models and the present derivation Is thus the first using

fluid equations. In doing this we have also been able to give a physical

explanation of this Instability as coming from the curvature contribution

to the divergence of the diamagnetic heat flow through its contribution

to the perpendicular ion compressibility.

Low/Q equlibrium

We will now study the solution of (12) for a model equilibrium that can be

given analytically. We choose the commonly used low (3 equilib-

rium. In order to simplify analytical treatment we multiply by the de-

nominator of 6 and rearrange the terms slightly. We then obtain the eigen-

value equation

10 UDi
r —
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i
e *e

T "bi»^10^*!!^* " IT '»i IT" **2* < 1 7 a )

where

(17b)

D - u)(a>-u) )r-kV jL r |- + D[1+D + -̂  (1+t) ) ]g (17c)
MMHD x x
MMHD

k - — where R is the large radius and q is the safety factor,c qR

r - 1+ (sx-osinx)2 (17d)

2
g - cosx + sxsinx - Min x - <g> (17e)

X is the extended pololdal angle in the ballooning mode formalism, s •

dlnq/dlnr, r is the radial coordinate, a » , _ [l+ri + — (1+T|. )] and <g> •
k v e T

- (1- X )•R 2

q

Analytical solution

We will here adopt the method used in refs 22 and 23, expanding in a and s.
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2 2 1/2
We then introduce 4> - (1+s x ) • and write the solution in the fora

(18a)

where $ varies on he short harmonic space scale and <4>> is a slowly varying

averaged eigenfunction. For <4>> we will assume a constant solution for

ill x and the asymptotic solution of (17a) for large x* Then

(18b)

>

In order to obtain a reasonably simple dispersion relation we will use a

simplified treatment of the higher order e parts» This will to some extent

imply that these terms are assumed to be small but attempts will be made to

keep the most important effects and justification will be found from com-

parison with a numerical solution of (17a). Since the contribution from

the e terms to 4> will not give a contribution that remains asymptotically

in D M M H D this effect will be neglected. We will also neglect the order as
2

and a parts of <t> in combination with the e terms. Since the e terms con-

tain a factor g they will on averaging over the harmonic space scale either

combine to give g term3 that survive asymptotically or give e** terms

that are typically small. We will thus limit ourselves to average the e

terms in (17a) using
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(1)

1 1+8

where g " cosx + sxslnx and then keep only the parts that contribute to

Y in (18b). This procedure leads to the result

u

where Q • , and A • A A .
c A kcvA

Since the e terms now enter only asymptotically we can obtain our disper-

sion relation by simply replacing Q(Q-QA._) by y in the solution (5) of

Ref. 23. This yields

(j +b)Y2 - 6W (21)

where

2 4
a - j (-0.69+0.57 |- -0.11 ~ -3.6 <g> *-) (22a)

and

2 k , .
b - Jj- (0.3-0.18 J- +0.03 -=y +2.4 6a/» ) (22b)
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are due to the variation of <1>> and were In Ref s 22 and 23 found to have a

mich weaker Influence on y than suggested by their magnitude and

6W" ?? t*2" Ia2*+ ha4+2a i f1* "M" I Ä 81 (23)

q

The value of ic describing the transition between the Inner and outer re-

gions was in R'if. 22. found to be T) * 0.25.

The interpretation of the iy term in (21) Is that it represents a con'vec-

22-25
tive damping typical of continuum modes.

The solution of (21) may be written

[l ± /1-4 5 6W] (24)
- +b (1+a)

Close to MHD stability we have for the MHD branch

6W

which is small. We then have the dispersion relation

5 i WDe

•e
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which nay be formally solved as

0 - i [Q,1T+eF] * / X T - e F ) 2 - fc ̂ ? L A (25)

W—ti). -

where F « -a— ( + •*—) and e • -2-

We can here clearly see that we have an Instability close to the MHD bound-

ary which aay well occur on the stable side.

The solution (21) works rather well for moderate a and s in the MHD un-

stable region (6W < 0). In the MHD stable region, however, it seems to be

hard to fulfil the boundary conditions on 4>. In order to estimate this

effect «* may Instead consider the limit of strong ballooning where ; » 1.

The new TK term enters as a new frequency dependent part of the driving

term so that we may make the reolacement

(26)

After this we have symmetry with regard to <»>~W*1T with respect to the new

shifted pressure balance* We may also estimate when the destabilizing

effect of the new part of a exceeds the lowest order FLR term. This gives

the r\ threshold

(27)
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The displacement of the pressure balance can typically be of order 25Z for

W * T "»IT* e " °*3 and ̂ i " 2*

In the MHD unstable region (25) is replaced by

Q - } (Q«T+eF) t / \ (Q*,_-eF)
2- |r tl< ~ A-Y~ (26)z v "IT / H v "IT * ox i &t nttu

2
When Y U D n

 i s large, the remaining terms under the root are less important

than the first term on the right hand side of (26) and we have approximate-

ly

Q » i (Q
2 * 1 T

In this limit

so that the order e terms are stabilizing. This effect Is added to the

influence of average curvature on >MaD In such a way that for realistic

tokamak aspect ratio the growthrate does typically not exceed 2 or 3 times

the ion diamagnetic drift frequency.

Numerical results

Eq. (17) has been solved numerically using infinite boundary conditions and

a standard shooting method. Comparison between these numerical results and
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the analytical results obtained from eq. (20) is shown in fig. 1. The

agreement is found to be excellent for small values of a but slightly less

so, close to the second stability limit. This could be expected since eq.

(20) contains an expansion in a.

The stability limits obtained from eq. (20) are shown in fig. 2 and compare

with MHD case to verify an instability below the MHD limit in the presence

of an ion temperature gradient.

The inverse aspect ratio dependence on the instability is shown in fig. 3.

It should be observed that since u •* e for a constant a the FLR

stabilization for small values of e could be very strong. The drop in

growth rates for larger e is due to the average curvature term.

An interesting aspect of eq. (17) shown in fig. 4 is that even if the un-

stable region is broadened compared with the MHD case the maximum growth-

rate is reduced.

Discussion

By using a fluid description that is not expanded in Inverse aspect ratio

we have shown, for a general equilibrium, that an ion temperature gradient

Is a necessary and sufficient condition for instability below the MHD p

limit. The instability is due to the curvature contribution to the diver-

gence of the diamagnetlc heat flow. This is analogous to the lowest order

driving pressure force which is due to the curvature contribution from the

dlaaagnetic particle flow and furthermore enters as a higher order contri-

bution to this term. The only closure assumption Introduced Into this

model is that u> » k|VCn£ which is a condition that is independent of cur-

vature effects.
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The presence of an Instability below the MHD |3 limit is interesting since

an increase in the anomalous transport has been observed below this limit

1 2
in experiments» ' We have also obtained an analytical dispersion relation

containing higher order curvature effects that is useful for E < 0.3 and s

< 0.5 in the MHD unstable region and gives the correct growthrate around

the MHD stability boundary. In the MHD unstable region the higher order

curvature effects are stabilizing. This is clear from the numerical

solutions and is also explained by the analytical solution.

The overall effect of the nlgher order curvature terms will .thus be to

sar out the MHD unstable region into previously stable regions In such a

way that the maximum growthrate is reduced. This picture is similar to the

26

situation for the curvature driven trapped electron mode and we may ex-

pect a soft transition in transport when exceeding the MHD 0 limit.

The presently derived nonexpanded ion density response may, of course, be

used also to study other modes and an investigation of the electrostatic

drift wave branch will soon be presented.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Growthrates and real frequencies (dotted lines) for

k 2p 2 - 0.005, e - 0.15, q - 1.05, s - 0.2 and v\ - i\ - 1.

Curve A represents the numerical solution and curve B the ana-

lytical.

Fig. 2. Stability limits for k 2p 2 - 0.01, e - 0.2, q - 1.2 and

\ " \ " * " l'

2 2Fig. 3. Growthrates and real frequencies (dotted line) for k p - 0.01,

a - 0.09, s - 0.5, q - 1.2, n - n - t - 1.

2 2Fig. 4. Growthrates and real frequencies (dotted line) for k p * 0.01,

e • 0.35, s • 0.4, q • 1.2, TI " T) - 2, T « 1 compared with

the MHD solution.
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